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“..Provides detailed guidelines and recipes for simple lye soaps made out of animal or vegetable
fats, and for hand-milled and specialty soaps using almond food, chamomile, glycerin, and
milk.Library Journal.”” “.—You’ll also learn a little something about the history and origins of soap
and soap making, fragrance, herbs and organic dyes.Hair shampoo and liquid are covered
aswell.Female’—s Day Crafts & Needlework.
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The fine detail to instructions in this book are great. I do not have a whole lot of creativities
therefore to be able to follow someone elses instructions to make something pretty and usable
rocks !.. I have already been a soap maker for yrs. Can't stand a listed component like tallow? The
details to guidelines in this publication are great. They are easy to follow and written for
everybody to comprehend. They are easy to follow and written for . Unsafe for beginners
without knowledge First and foremost as many have already mentioned, DO NOT ADD Drinking
water TO LYE! I was crushed, but, the writer does stress that occasionally actually the most
experienced soap manufacturers make errors. The troubleshooting chapter was a great help and
i just remelted and it create fine the second time. I wish this can help, peace and love, monica
Five Stars great book Be Careful With This Book This book is a variety of inaccurate in addition to
correct information, the wrong method of mixing lye and water is only one error. She
recommends the use of suet in her book. We now supply organic Castile soaps to grocery stores
and on-line at soapmakermonica(dot)com Understand this reserve and make from scratch!
Butcher shops are much and few among and hard to come by. THIS IS A VINTAGE BOOK
PUBLISHED IN 1955,BUT THE METHOD OF PREPARING SOAP IS EASY ,WHERE AS I WAS
SEARCHING NEW METHOD OF SOAP MAKING ,AS SOON AS I WILL ORDERED TO GET SOAP MAKING
PRODUCTS ,HOPE TO TAKE HELP OUT OF THIS BOOK,THANK YOU ,AMAZON , Wonderful soap
book Amazing soap book. My wish is certainly that as another reviewer stated, this is a
republished 1955 tome, that no harm was intended, and at that time many of the lost arts were
really lost. For all those that really want to understand soapmaking, like me, it is a must have in
your library. Absolutely Love this book Absolutely Love this reserve! It provides everything to
create your very own soap or simply make blended soap. I have made each and every recipe and
they all came out perfect. I reply on opnly this book. I'm a beginner and even I know this! Need a
fresh copy I bought a copy of the book when it was first published. Also be sure to operate
EVERY recipe through a soap calc to find the proper amounts and percentages! It really is a must
for anyone interested in soap making from advanced ways to easier techniques. I think the
guidelines I gave my pal together with your book will give her a good start. I found the
publication to be very informative and easy to check out. I experienced that I could learn enough
for basic skills and with practice gained enough self-confidence to begin with experimenting
with my very own dishes. When I went looking for another copy it didn't even occur to me to
consider other books. I have done a lot of reading via the web since I initial bought this
publication and have learned a great deal more but that is my first like. Though it is not the
finish all end up being all reference for soap rendering it is an excellent place to start. There are
some great soap quality recipes, useful for the substances; overview of the "Complete
Soapmaker" Wish it had even more basic recipes apart from the tallow -very few people take the
time to render it nowadays (including me personally).Or at least refer to the chance of internet
recipes.. -bought this reserve for a pal that is interested in getting started - great basic overview
of the cold procedure soap making and usage of natural shades and fragrances -but again should
refer to the internet for the purchase of fragrances and other soap making products. I have three
of this exact publication and I love it. In NYS you need to have circumstances crafter license or
additional work related license in order to purchase the lye due to bomb making and meth labs -
too bad. Unfortunately, I lost my copy when I recently moved but I was thrilled to see that it's
still available. Blast from days gone by :) It is a vintage book and many new techniques are used
now, but I found the book helpful and interesting. Nevertheless, should you have a good
understanding and understanding of the soap producing process, you can certainly get some
guidelines from this reserve and adapt them to suit your needs.. Some supermarket chains may



give you beef fat, which I had to make use of, to make tallow Rouses floor the fats for me, and it
was the cheapest. Very few people have access to local shops where they are able to purchase
these. So helpful with hints and various other ideas. thankyou BUT THE METHOD OF PREPARING
SOAP IS EASY, WHERE AS We WAS SEARCHING NEW METHOD OF . Replace it with another oil or
butter! Thank heavens online.This book was the best priced of these I viewed for potential gifts
to the recipents too. That being said, my first batch of soap failed. Have a look at my products
formulated from intense study of Norma's book.Superb shipping too. If that is your first
publication, steer clear.. I received this book a few weeks ago and simply got around to building
my first batch of 19th century soap. Soap Making Book This was purchased by me along with the
Chocolate molds and tools, as they are making soap now too. Google and analysis are your
friend in that division. I had never produced soap before and for a first time soap maker, I
certainly loved this book. By no means try any recipe straight out of a reserve without using a
soap calc first. DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK -- Actually if it's a penny! The just resource you will need
for natural soap making! Norma Coney, may be the best soap instructor of them all, really worth
its fat in gold! Just add lye to water! She instructs you on soap history, ingredients, formulas and
allows the reader to feel influenced and urges you past the scary lye procedure. I love this book
and developed my formulas from this book. I recommend to anyone interested in how soap is
made. I became interested because my children was irritated to commercially processed soaps.
THIS IS NOT NO PROBLEM FINDING. Word of note! I really like Rouses. I want I possibly could find
my outdated tattered copy complete with margin scribbles but fresh copy will need to do. and
the photos are gorgeous. However, it is necessary to dual and triple-check any process in this
publication, which today is very easily accomplished by an internet search, purchase of
additional soap producing books, or acquiring classes. It arrived promptly and in good shape and
from their evaluation is a good book for anyone interested in making soap. Researching newer
methods will also yield up more modern tools, for instance silicone molds. Like so many heritage
arts, perusing several sources should yield the most accurate soap making methods, which may
be customized to your preferences with experience. DANGEROUS BOOK! Glad to see the other
evaluations about adding the water to lye. With all having said that, I did gain a few new recipe
ideas that I will research further.
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